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Methods for controlling and preventing the scour, according to the studies isdefining on the base of scour mechanisms.one of these techniques ismounting collar around the bridge truss. Collar around the base of the bedagainst vortex systems are protected. Collars are protecting the floor againstVortex system around the bridge truss. In the present study, the roughcircular collar with small thickness, were used to reduce scour around thebridge truss. The Collar that has used in the experiments, on the base of thesubstrate surface was placed at different heights. The results of this studyafter dimensional analysis by using statistical "SPSS" software the correlationbetween the dimensionless parameters of scour has showed.
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1. Introduction

*Bridges are the most important and commonlystructures that are used for rivers. Bridges have beenused from a long time ago and every year due tofloods in rivers many bridges are destroyed justwhen their existence is so essential. Occurrence ofscour around bridge foundations is one of the mainreasons for the destruction of the bridges. Thereforeit is necessary to protect bridges against scour. Inrecent years researchers have tried various methodsand examined them to protect bridges against scour.Methods to control and prevent scour according tostudies is based on scour mechanism .in generalscour reduction methods are divided into twogroups.   The first group are the ways which are usedto strengthen the substrate and enhance itsresistance against shear stress-induced current, suchas the construction of Chinese rock. But the secondgroup of methods are ways that are used around thebridges truss In order to change the flow pattern anddecrease the created vortex, Such as creating agroove in the base and mounting collar around thebase. Possibility of performance and reliability in anymethods of reduce scour is a function of variousfactors such as performance, cost, maintenance, andawareness of the disadvantages of each method.Thus the basic protection method which has useddepends on the desired conditions. Protective plates(collars) are protecting the floor   against Vortexsystem around the bridge truss.
2. Materials and Methods

* Corresponding Author.

2.1. Patterns of flow and scour mechanismsFor containing scour is required to at first, scourmechanisms must examine.

Fig. 1: Flow pattern sand scour around an cylindricalbridge truss

Fig. 2: Mechanism of formation of horse shoe vortices sandvortexes getting upAccording to fig.1 after flow collision to the noseof bridge, on stand of bridge as the flow rate of theriver water level will become greater more pressureat higher levels will create on the stand and so the
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pedestal pressure gradient is created from the top todown. Which creates a downward flow at the front ofstand. Downward flow acts as a vertical jet and afterthe collision, while digging the river bed arescattered on each side of the bed. Some of this flowwhich return upward in dealing with the generalflow of the river, had to move in the direction of flowand again meets the stand. The swirling flow and itsbacking into the hole dug will create a vortex thatgradually extending on either side of the stand andcreates a horseshoe shape which is called horseshoevortex. Horseshoe vortex formed within the scourhole, Accelerate it's drilling and particles from thesubstrate that carried downstream by the main flowof the river .because of flow separation on the sidesof the stand some vortex will form and its axis isperpendicular to the river bed that has called gettingup vortex they. These the vortexes like a tornadoisolated the bed's particles, exposed to the flow andtransfer the particles from the downstream side ofthe front and around the stand. Figure 2 is showinghorseshoe vortex and getting up formationmechanism very well. Other vortices are formed onthe front of stands that has called bow wave orsurface vortex is and in shallow streams areimportant. Scour hole dug by horseshoe vortexcontinues to increase the volume of water anddepreciating Vortex energy.In this case scour depth is reached to equilibrium.(Horseshoe vortex, getting up and surface (bowwave) has shown in Fig.1.
2.2. Application of collar to reduce scourCollar is a page that based on various heights andare usually placed around the base of the bed. Thispage saver is a smooth surface with small thicknessand is effective in reducing scour development.Collar should not be too thick, because largethickness of the collar creates a barrier against theflowAnd increases scour. A collar that installed onany surface towards the substrate, is dividing thecourse into two above and below regions of thecollar. Top of the collar as a barrier against thedownward flow and thus the horseshoe vortexdecreases. Performance of a collar depends on thesize and position on the stand. When the collar ismounted on the stand for protecting the scourdownward flow is diverted from the bed during thecollision collar and preventing the Scour.

Fig. 3: Collar rough end using an in vitro model

Fig. 4: basic model of the bridge with a protective collararound itsSeveral researchers have studied about collarperformance in reducing scour of the stands whichare around the bridge that some of them willmention. Chievo (1992) studied about the effect of aprotective collar tested to reduce pier scour. And byusing collar two times more than a base diameterscour depth was reduced about 20%.He also stated that the design and proper use ofcollar can be a good alternative for flagstone due tosolve bridge's foundation scour problems. Kumar etal (1999) examined the Effect of collar with differentdimensions due to reducing the cylindrical scour ofbridge foundation. They used analyze results of theexperiments and provided an equation to determinethe maximum depth of scour around a cylindricalcore that is protected by a collar.  Singh (2001)studied about the collar in reducing scour andexperimental results Implies that if the distancebetween the beds' align and align of installed collarincrease then the maximum scour depth increasestoo. Zeraty et al. (2006) also studied about theperformance of independent and continuous collarwith the stone flag foundations of the bridge. Resultsshowed that the combination of a continuous collarand stone flag led to a reduction in scour depthrespectively 50 and 60 percent on the front and backof the base. Also performance of independent collaron one base was better than the performance ofcontinuous collar which was on two bases.They observed that the performance on arectangular base is more than two bases on twostretches.
2.3. Introduced and tested modelsExperiment shave done in hydraulics laboratoryof water engineering department of agriculturefaculty of comprehensive Islamic Azad University, ofShuster Branch. Laboratory flume channel  withlength 15 m, width 40 cm, height 50 cm , that thewalls made by Plexiglas. Measuring the flow rate andadjusting the depth has done by a sharp-edgedrectangular overflow in downstream of flumechannel.For supplying water from an underground tankwith dimensions of 5/2 × 3 × 3 mm (length, widthand height) supplied that used municipal watersupply for plumbing. Transfer of water from themain tank in a closed channel centrifuges pump witha maximum flow rate of 250-125 cubic meters perhour and a discharge height of 5/19 m have done.
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Fig. 5: A view of a laboratory the flume

Fig. 6: Plan the flume channelIn order to perform the experiments, the channelwas raised 16 cm height a with brick platform.Between platforms that range with 3 meter lengththat its beginning was located 5 m far from thebeginning of the channel has selected the free areafor testing and then the platforms have been filledwith 16 cm high by non-cohesive sediment. Acylindrical tube made of PVC with a diameter of 5 cmwas used as the base model of the bridge. The reasonfor this selection was that the diameter of the basemodel In order to avoid the effects of channel wallson scour's depth, channel's width should be at least 8times more than the diameter of base.  Also, in orderto eliminate the effect of particle size on sedimentbed scour depth, the base diameter should be 50times larger than the average particle size.Therefore, non-sticky sand particles average with 1.5mm size was used. Gender of collar selected fromPlexiglas sheet with1 mm thickness which made inthe circle shape.  In order to make a rough collarmodel , rough attached  on the collar naturally withsand and dust and for eliminating  the effect of roughon the rate of scour depth  particle size a Dimensionof  the base diameter and the diameter of the collarwas considered (5 mm). The base model of bridgethat has selected for testing was in a way thatprovided the possibility of collar's position atdifferent heights on the stand by comparing withalign of the bed.Collar with double diameter of the base and bylocating at heights (Zero ,And the base diameter D) Half the size of the basediameter D / 2Were tested by comparing with substrate Align.In Fig.9 Schematic picture of the base model and thecollar used in the experiments has shown.In order to achieve maximum scour depth, allexperiments were performed in clear waterconditions. The duration of testing that has done by along-term equilibrium experiments were carried outfor 12 hours on the bridge truss without a collar.According to the Fig.8 it was observed thatapproximately 98% of scouring occurs in first 3hours Therefore, in all experiments the equilibriumtime was 3 hours.

Fig. 8: The equilibrium time testing

Fig. 9: Plan cylindrical base and a circular collar around it(w =diameter of the collar and D =diameter)
2.4. The Scenario of experimentsPlanning to conduct experiments in this studywere basis so that All the experiments by a singlebridge truss in the middle of the flume and two collartypes (smooth and rough) in diameter twice the sizeof base on three levels (1 - on the surface of the sandbed 2- the distance by half the diameter of a sandbed level 3 - the distance between the base diameter
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of the sand bed) and for a uniform grain size (D95)of the threshold rate have   measured and calculated. Table 1 shows the testing program which havecarried out.
Name of testFigureType ofcollarDiameterof collarAlignmentCollarGradingDubai(thresholdof sedimentparticlesmoving (lit / s) Experiment with a rough collarRough2DThesurfaceD9511

Control experiment withoutcollarNoCollar--D9511

3. Discussion of resultsIn all experiments after adjusting the rate anddepth of flow, immediately around the base vorticesformed and scour began to occur in high speed. AfterScour whole formation the sediments derived fromthe cavity and have shifted toward downstream,shortly after the start of the experiment, sedimenttransport under the influence of secondary flowdownstream to the scour whole and two or moresmall grooves around the base was formed.
3.1. A simple model testing (no collar base)In Fig.8 the time of scouring change in no collarbase state in 12 hours has shown. Results indicatethat scour rate was higher in the first moments andit's drastically will reduced with the developmentand progression of scour holes. According to figure itcan be seen that after 3 hours of starting tests, thescour hole almost reaches to equilibrium. Thevariation of scour depth test is changing only 1mmfrom this time until the end of the experiment.Therefore, the equilibrium time became 3 hours toscour for other tests. In this case, scouring is startingfrom the front, washing Sediments from the frontand gathering into a heap on back of Stand. Theseridges gradually spread to the downstream.
3.2. Stand experiment with a circular rough
collarFig.11 has shown the amount of scour depth witha circular rough collar (W=2D) at different levelspositions  in the three-level cervical.( 1-zero,2- halfof stand's diameter 3- stand's diameter ) .The resultsshow that the impact of rough collar as often asposition level of  collar is lower has more effect onscour reducing . The reason is that it's actually collaravoiding the downward stream and prevents tomake the strong horseshoe vortex. AlsoRoughness causes the depletion of layerboundary circle which is created under the collar. Asthe collar is mounted on lower level, less flowinfluence under it and therefore generated a weakerdownward flow. The best situation for a rough collaris that the collar is placed on a sand bed level.

Fig. 10: the changes of Scour's depth, on the base of slopechanges and the rough collar descend which has placed theflush on the surface of the sand bed.

Fig. 11: the changes of Scour's depth, on the base of slopechanges and the rough collar descend which has placed theflush half the size of a sand bed

Fig. 12: the changes of Scour's depth, on the base of slopechanges and the rough collar descend which has placed theflush of sand's diameter above the bed
3.3. Correlation coefficients and significant
output of SPSS software conclusions1) By comparing with the control experimentswhich have conducted by the collar rough it can beconcluded that the use of a collar is effective onreducing the scour's depth and decreasing thescour's depth. However, reducing the amount of
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depth in different levels of exposure of rough collarwas not equally.2) According to the results of the comparison ofthe level of exposure, rough collar on the basis ofbest practice to minimize scour depth, rough collarpositioned on the surface of the sand bed. Collarplaced on a sand bed level for all tested scenarios thebest place to minimize scour depth was observed.3) When the collar is mounted on the base,downward Horseshoe vortex during the collisions tocollar will misalign and reduces the scour depth.4) Correlation with a slope of the Froude is (-0.981) and its significant is less than 0.05 (0.001). Sowe can say that there is a significant inverserelationship between the Froude number and slope.5) Correlated with the Froude number with 0

h
d(rough collar high located) is (-0.987) and itssignificant is less than 0.05 (x 0.001).

6) Correlated with the Froude number with 0

Z
d(the height of scour) is (-0.080) and its significant ismore than 0.05 (- 0.839). So we can say that there isa significant inverse relationship between the

Froude number and 0

Z
d7) Correlated with the Froude number with theReynolds number is (0.001) and its significant is lessthan 0.05 (o.oo1). So we can say that there is asignificant inverse relationship between the Froudenumber and Reynolds number.
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